ACROSS

1) Eastern dress (var.)  39) Mine bonanza
6) Hollywood product  40) Chinese chairman, familiarly
10) Fail to win a medal  41) Xerox predecessor
14) "Elder" of ancient history  42) Burned with a beam
15) ___ da capo (three-part song)  43) Doggy bag bit
16) Blacker than black  44) Computer error source, often
17) Beyond arrogant  19) Eyelid infection
20) Roald Dahl heroine  45) Spenders' opposites
21) Cuts uppers, e.g.  46) Roguish humorists
23) Exchanges for money  48) Overwhelming rush
25) Give medicine to  50) Auto body support
29) Fly a plane  53) To-do lists
31) Young chap  57) Latticework element
33) Ding-a-___ (dolts)  58) Bizarre
35) Pool-parlor powders  61) Morning-paper fare
36) Kind of poem  62) Haunting
37) "I ___ all over"  63) Like secondhand clothing
38) "There's a spy in our ___!"  64) A judge might issue one
39) Eastern dress (var.)  65) Extreme uneasiness

DOWN

1) Email box clogger  4) Conceive of
2) Duchess of ___ Goya subject  5) Grommets
3) 1886 Haymarket bombing aftermath  6) Deadly
7) "This American Life" host Glass  8) Music on a carnival ride
9) Put a curse on  10) Leans, nautically
11) At large  12) Terrier type
13) Windows to the soul  14) With time to kill
15) Incautious  16) Some earth movers
17) Memorable fort in Texas  18) Parish official
19) Having troubles  20) By the same token
21) Snake with venom  22) Incalculable amount of time
23) Accomplishments  24) Some earth movers
25) "Stop the game!"  26) Memorable fort in Texas
27) Parish official  28) Having troubles
29) Embassies  30) Handled souvenirs?
31) Handle souvenirs?  32) Snake with venom
33) accomplishments  34) Some earth movers
35) "Stop the game!"  36) Some earth movers
37) "Heat of the Moment" band  38) Accomplishments
39) Ruby purple  40) Some earth movers
41) Handled souvenirs?  42) Approach bedtime
43) Tale of grand proportions  44) "Heat of the Moment" band
45) Chalky-cheeked  46) "Heat of the Moment" band
49) ___-walsy (friendly)  50) "Heat of the Moment" band
51) Part of a crab  52) Winter bird food
53) Kind of straits  54) Best-selling video game franchise
55) "Heat of the Moment" band  56) Building that holds tools
59) Former airline  60) Building that holds tools
61) Winter bird food  62) Building that holds tools
63) "Heat of the Moment" band  64) Building that holds tools
65) Building that holds tools

PUT IT THERE!

By Jerry Berns